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We consider the semilinear elliptic problem
{&2u=*g(u)u=0 in 0/R
N
on 0,
where * is a nonnegative parameter and g is a positive, nondecreasing, convex non-
linearity. There exists a value ** of the parameter which is extremal in terms of
existence of solution. We study the linearization of the semilinear problem at the
extremal weak solution corresponding to the parameter *=**. In some cases, this
linearized problem has discrete and positive H 10-spectrum. However, we prove that
there always exists a positive weak eigenfunction in L1(0) with eigenvalue zero for
this linearized problem. The zero L1-eigenvalue is coherent with the nonexistence of
solutions of the semilinear problem for *>**. Finally, we find all weak eigenfunc-
tions and eigenvalues for the linearization of the extremal problem when 0 is the
unit ball and g(u)=eu or g(u)=(1+u)p.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this article we consider the semilinear elliptic problem
{&2u=*g(u)u=0
in 0
on 0
(1.1)
in a bounded and smooth domain 0 of RN. Here * is a nonnegative
parameter and g is a C1, nondecreasing, convex function defined in [0, )
with
g(0)>0 and lim
u  
g(u)
u
=.
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We consider solutions u of (1.1) which are nonnegative in 0. Typical exam-
ples are g(u)=eu and g(u)=(1+u) p with p>1. Problem (1.1) and its
connections with combustion theory have been extensively studied; see
[CR, G, JL, BCMR and BE].
It is known that there exists 0<**< such that
(i) for 0*<**, there is a minimal classical solution u* of (1.1)
(see [CR]);
(ii) for *=**, there exists a weak solution u* of (1.1) (Lemma 5 of
[BCMR]);
(iii) for *>**, there is no weak solution of (1.1) (Corollary 2 of
[BCMR]).
The notion of weak solution of (1.1), as considered in [BCMR], is
u # L1(0), g(u) $ # L1(0) and &|
0
u 2‘=* |
0
g(u) ‘
for all ‘ # C2(0 ) with ‘=0 on 0; throughout the paper we use the notation
$(x)=dist(x, 0) for x # 0 .
The solution u* is obtained as the increasing limit, pointwise and in L1(0),
of u* as * A **. It may be either classical or singular. We call ** and u* the
extremal parameter and solution, respectively, of (1.1). It has been proven
in [M1] that u* is the unique weak solution of (1.1) for *=**; see
Lemma 2.3 below.
For 0*<** the solutions u* are obtained through the implicit func-
tion theorem, starting at *=0 and u0 #0. They are classical and stable
solutions. Here stability means that the linearized operator &2&*g$(u*)
has positive first eigenvalue, which we denote by *1(&2&*g$(u*)). As a
consequence, the linearized operator &2&**g$(u*) at u* is nonnegative
definite, in the sense that
** |
0
g$(u*) ,2|
0
|{,|2 (1.2)
for all C1 functions , with compact support in 0.
In case u* is classical, the first eigenvalue of &2&**g$(u*) is 0. This fact
is an immediate consequence of the implicit function theorem together with
the impossibility of continuing the branch u* beyond **; see [CR].
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Instead, when u* is not classical it may happen that *1(&2&*g$(u*))
decreases as * A ** to a positive number
+*1= lim
* A **
*1(&2&*g$(u*)); (1.3)
see Brezis and Va zquez [BV] for concrete examples where this
phenomenon occurs. In addition, it may also happen that the linearized
operator &2&**g$(u*) is invertible (between H 10(0) and H
&1(0)) and
has discrete H 10 -spectrum with +*1 as positive first eigenvalue. Below, after
Proposition 1.2, we treat an important example of this. Note that even if
&2&**g$(u*) is invertible between H 10(0) and H
&1(0), the implicit func-
tion theorem cannot be applied to (1.1) at (**, u*), since there are no weak
solutions of (1.1) for *>**. Following [BV], this is understood as a lack
of appropriate functional spaces to set the implicit function theorem. For
instance, the implicit function theorem cannot be set between H 10(0) and
H&1(0) since u # H 10(0) clearly does not imply that g(u) # H
&1(0). See
also [BrCa] for some simple examples where the inverse function theorem
cannot be applied to formally invertible problems.
In this paper we prove that there always exists a positive weak eigen-
function in L1(0) of &2&**g$(u*) with eigenvalue 0, even if this operator
has discrete and positive H 10-spectrum. Therefore, the L
1-spectrum seems
to be more relevant than the H 10 -spectrum, considering that the zero
L1-eigenvalue is coherent with the nonexistence of solutions for *>**.
We also show that there might be a phenomenon of continuum spectrum
for the linearized operator &2&**g$(u*). The precise statements of our
results are the following.
Theorem 1.1. There exists a function .>0 in 0 satisfying
{&2.=**g$(u*) ..=0
in 0
on 0
(1.4)
in the following weak sense:
. # L1(0), g$(u*) .$ # L1(0) and
(1.5)
&|
0
. 2‘=** |
0
g$(u*) .‘
for all ‘ # C2(0 ) with ‘=0 on 0. Moreover, . # Lq(0) for any 1q<
N(N&2).
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Proposition 1.2. Let +*1 be defined by (1.3). Then, for any + such that
0++*1 , there exists a weak solution (in the same sense as in Theorem 1.1)
.>0 in 0 of
{&2.=**g$(u*) .++..=0
in 0
on 0.
(1.6)
Moreover, . # Lq(0) for any 1q<N(N&2).
Next, we study in detail the case where 0 is the unit ball B1 of RN,
N3, and g(u)=eu or g(u)=(1+u) p for some p>1. The dimensions N
and exponents p for which the extremal solution u* is singular are well
known; see [BV] for a characterization of singular extremal solutions
through a criteria involving (1.2). In this case (i.e., if u* is singular), the
solution u* can be written explicitly, and the linearized operator at u*
turns out to be &2&C|x|2, for some constant C with 0<C(N&2)24.
Note that C(N&2)24 is necessary for the nonnegative definiteness
condition (1.2) to be satisfied. The reason for this is that (N&2)24 is the
best constant in Hardy inequality, which states (here N3) that
(N&2)2
4 |
,2
|x| 2
| |{,|2 (1.7)
for all C1 functions , with compact support in RN.
We consider, for any C # R and + # R, the linear eigenvalue problem
{&2.=
C
|x|2
.++. in B1
(1.8)
.=0 on B1 ,
and its corresponding solutions in the weak sense:
. # L1(B1),
.
|x|2
$ # L1(B1) and
(1.9)
&|
B1
. 2‘=C |
B1
.
|x|2
‘++ |
B1
.‘
for all ‘ # C2(B 1) with ‘=0 on B1 . We find all weak solutions of (1.8). We
write them in terms of harmonic polynomials and Bessel functions. Some
of these solutions are radial, others are nonradial. We also show that if
C>0 then a nonzero radial solution exists for any + # R.
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To state the precise result, let [ci]0i< be the eigenvalues of &2_ , the
LaplaceBeltrami operator on the unit sphere SN&1 of RN, each one
repeated as many times as its multiplicity. Let [i]0i< be a correspond-
ing orthonormal collection of eigenfunctions. We recall (see [DL],
Tome 1, II.7) that each i is the restriction to SN&1 of an homogeneous
harmonic polynomial of degree k, for some integer k0. The eigenvalue ci
corresponding to such i is equal to k(k+N&2). We have c0=0, which
is simple and corresponds to 0 #1. For k=1 we obtain the second
eigenvalue c1= } } } =cN=N&1, which has multiplicity N and corre-
sponding orthonormal eigenfunctions given by the restriction to SN&1 of
the coordinate functions xj .
Theorem 1.3. Let N3. For any C # R and + # R, the linear space of
solutions of (1.8), in the weak sense (1.9), has finite dimension, equal to the
number of indices i0 such that either
ci<C
or
ciC, +>0 and J&(- +)=0, (1.10)
where &=[(N&2)24+c i&C]12 and J& is the Bessel function of first kind
with parameter & (see Section 3). For any such index i, a weak solution of
(1.8) is given by
.i (x)= fi ( |x| ) i \ x|x|+ , (1.11)
where fi is the unique (up to multiplicative constant) nonzero solution of
{& f "i&
N&1
r
f $i=
C&ci
r2
f i++fi in (0, 1]
(1.12)
fi (1)=0.
For any C # R and + # R, the collection [.i] generates the space of weak
solutions of (1.8).
The function fi can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions, and its
asymptotic behaviour near 0 can be described precisely (see Section 3).
In particular, for any C>0 and + # R the function .0 is, up to a multi-
plicative constant, the only non zero weak solution of (1.8) which is radial.
If 0<C(N&2)24 and +=0, the solution .0 can be taken to be positive in B1 .
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Remark 1.4. The last statement of the above theorem, saying that .0 is
positive if 0<C(N&2)24 and +=0, should be compared with Theorem 1.1
(where the function . is also positive).
Using Hardy inequality (1.7), it is easy to see that if C<(N&2)24 then
&2&C|x|2 has discrete and positive H 10 -spectrum. Therefore, when
0<C<(N&2)24, (1.8) has an H 10 solution only for a discrete set of
positive values +, while it has at least one weak solution for any + # R
(.0 is one of such weak solutions). In Proposition 3.2 we find all H 10 eigen-
functions and eigenvalues of &2&C|x|2 in B1 /RN when C<(N&2)24.
The existence of the L1 weak solutions of theorems 1.1 and 1.3 could
be related to some phenomena of strong instability for the corresponding
nonlinear parabolic problem,
ut&2u=**g(u) in (0, T )_0
{u=0 on 0u(0)=u0 in 0,
such as complete and instantaneous blow up of solutions; see [PV, M2 and
M3].
Finally, as an application of Theorem 1.1, we give an existence result for
the corresponding linear parabolic problem. Note that the special case of
potentials satisfying 0VC|x|2, with 0C(N&2)24, was proven by
Baras and Goldstein [BG].
Corollary 1.5. Let u*, ** and . be as in Theorem 1.1. Let T>0. Let
z0 # L1loc(0), z00, and f # L
1
loc((0, T )_0), f0 be such that
z0. # L1(0) and f. # L1((0, T)_0). (1.13)
If V # L1loc(0) is such that 0V**g$(u*), then there exists a function
z0, with z$ # C([0, T), L1(0)) satisfying
zt&2z=Vz+ f in (0, T )_0
{z=0 on 0 (1.14)z(0)=z0 in 0,
in the following weak sense. For any 0<S<T,
z # L1((0, S)_0) and Vz$ # L1((0, S)_0)
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and
|
S
0
|
0
z(&‘t&2‘)&|
0
z0 ‘(0)=|
S
0
|
0
(Vz+ f ) ‘,
for any ‘ # C2([0, S]_0 ), ‘=0 on 0, ‘(S)#0.
The same existence result holds in the unit ball B1 , when . is replaced by
.0 (the solution of Theorem 1.3 corresponding to +=0 and to a constant
0<C(N&2)24) and when V satisfies 0VC|x| 2.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we prove Theorem 1.1
and Proposition 1.2. Section 3 is concerned with equation (1.8); we prove
Theorem 1.3. Finally, the parabolic case (Corollary 1.5) is treated in
Section 4.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
We start sketching the proof of Theorem 1.1. We approximate g by an
increasing sequence of convex functions gn for which the extremal solution
un* is classical. For this it is enough to take gn with subcritical growth, by
standard regularity theory. We know that *1(&2&*n* g$n(un*))=0, where
*n* is the extremal parameter corresponding to gn . We consider the first
eigenfunction .n , which has eigenvalue 0, of &2&*n* g$n(un*), normalized
so that &.n&L 1(0)=1. We show that, up to subsequences, un* and .n con-
verge in L p(0), for any 1p<N(N&1), respectively to u* and ., with
.>0 a weak solution of (1.4) as in the theorem. The key step of passing
to the limit as n   in the approximate equations will be accomplished
through an equi-integrability result. A similar method was employed by
Baras and Cohen [BC] for some nonlinear parabolic problems.
For the proof of the theorem we will need two lemmas. The first one
deals with superharmonic functions, and it is well known. For the sake of
completeness, we give a short proof of it.
Lemma 2.1. Let (vn) be a sequence of C 2(0 ) functions such that
{&2vn 0vn=0
in 0
on 0.
Assume that the sequence &vn$&L 1(0) is bounded. Then there exists a
subsequence (vn$) and a function v # L1(0) such that
vn$  v strongly in L p(0)
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for any 1p<N(N&1). Moreover, for any n and any such p,
&vn&L p(0)Cp &vn$&L 1(0) , (2.1)
for some constant Cp depending only on p and 0.
Remark 2.2. We will see in the proof of this lemma that the assump-
tions on (vn) imply in particular that the sequence &(2vn) $&L 1(0) is bounded.
From this we will obtain that &vn&L p(0) is bounded for any 1p<
N(N&1). If not only &(2vn) $&L 1(0) but &2vn&L 1(0) is bounded, then the
sequence &vn&Lq(0) is bounded for any 1q<N(N&2). This fact is
proved using the same duality argument of the proof of Lemma 2.1.
Lemma 2.3 [M1]. Let w be a weak supersolution of (1.1) for *=**,
that is:
w # L1(0), g(w) $ # L1(0) and &|
0
w 2‘** |
0
g(w) ‘,
for all ‘ # C2(0 ) with ‘=0 on 0 and ‘0 in 0. Then w=u* almost
everywhere.
We now prove Lemma 2.1, Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.2.
Proof of Lemma 2.1. We first prove the L p a priori estimate (2.1). We
use a duality argument. Let ’ be a smooth function in 0 . Consider the
solution of
{&2!=’!=0
in 0
on 0.
Let 1<p<N(N&1), let p*>N be its conjugate exponent and define
:=1&Np* # (0, 1). By standard estimates we know &!&C 1, :(0 )
C &!&W 2, p*(0)C &’&L p*(0) , where C denotes different constants depending
only on p and 0. It follows that |!|C &’&L p*(0),1 in 0, where ,1 denotes
the first eigenfunction of &2 in 0 with zero Dirichlet boundary condition.
We have, since &2vn0 in 0 and vn=0 on 0,
} |0 vn ’ }= } |0 (&2vn) ! }
C &’&L p*(0) |
0
(&2vn) ,1=*1C &’&L p*(0) |
0
vn,1
C &’&L p*(0) |
0
vn$.
Since ’ is an arbitrary smooth function in 0 , we conclude (2.1).
We now prove the L p convergence of a subsequence of (vn). Recall that
we assume &vn$&L1(0) to be a bounded sequence. By (2.1), &vn&L p(0) is also
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bounded, and hence there exists a subsequence (vn$) and a function v such
that, for any 1<p<N(N&1),
vn$ ( v weakly in L p(0).
Let 8>0 be the solution of
{&28=18=0
in 0
on 0.
We have 0(&2vn) 8=0 vn , and hence &(&2vn) $&L 1(0) is bounded. We
have used that 8c0$, for some constant c0>0, which follows from the
Hopf maximum principle. Then, up to another subsequence, there is a
nonnegative Radon measure d+ such that
(&2vn$) $ ( d+ (2.2)
in the weak-C sense for the duality C(0 )C=M(0) between continuous
functions and nonnegative Radon measures.
It is immediate to check that &2v=d+$, in the sense that
|
0
(&2‘) v=|
0
‘
$
d+ (2.3)
for all ‘ # C2(0 ) with ‘=0 on 0. Note that (2.3) also holds for any
‘ # W 2, p*(0) with ‘=0 on 0, since W2, p*(0)/C1, :(0 ) and &‘$&C :(0 )
C &‘&C1, :(0 ) for any such ‘.
To show the L p convergence of vn , note that sgn(vn&v) |vn&v| p&1 is
bounded in L p*(0), where sgn denotes the sign. Consider the solution of
{&2!n=sgn(vn&v) |vn&v|
p&1
!n=0
in 0
on 0.
It follows that &!n $&C :(0 )C &!n&W 02, p*(0) is bounded, and hence a
subsequence of !n$ $ converges strongly in C(0 ). This strong convergence
and the weak convergence in (2.2) give that
|
0
|vn&v| p=|
0
(&2!n)(vn&v)=|
0
!n
$
[(&2vn) $&d+]
converges to zero for such subsequence. K
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. We proceed in four steps.
Step 1. Recall that we assume
lim
u  
g(u)
u
=. (2.4)
We define a sequence (gn) of asymptotically linear approximations of g by
gn(s)={g(s)g(n)+ g$(n)(s&n)
if sn
if s>n.
Since g is convex, we have gn gn+1 g and hence ***n*<, where *n*
is the extremal parameter corresponding to the nonlinearity gn . Note that
gn does not satisfy (2.4), which is a condition to guarantee existence of
extremal weak solution (see [BCMR]). However, we can still prove its
existence when n is large enough, as follows. Consider, for each n>0 and
*<*n*, the minimal classical solution un, * of
{&2un, *=*gn(un, *)un, *=0
in 0
on 0.
(2.5)
We claim that there exists n0 and C>0 such that if **2*<*n* and
nn0 then &un, *$&L 1(0)C. Indeed, let us take ***2 and multiply
(2.5n) by the first eigenfunction ,1 of &2 associated with the first eigen-
value *1 , and with 0 ,1=1. We obtain
*1 |
0
un, *,1 =* |
0
gn(un, *) ,1

**
2
gn \|0 un, * ,1+ , (2.6)
by Jensen’s inequality (note that the gn are convex). By (2.4),
limu   g$(u)=. If n is taken large enough so that g(n)>(2*1 **)n and
g$(n)>2*1 **, (2.6) implies that gn(0 un, *,1)=g(0 un, *,1). This
equality, (2.6) and (2.4) imply our claim, i.e., &un, *$&L 1(0)C.
Since &un, * $&L 1(0)C, we get &un, * &L p(0)C for any 1p<N(N&1),
by Lemma 2.1. Since gn is asymptotically linear, standard regularity theory
implies now that un, * is bounded in C 2(0 ) uniformly in **2*<*n* (of
course this C2 bound depends on gn , and hence on n) and increases as
* A *n* to a classical solution un* of
{&2un*=*n* gn(un*)un*=0
in 0
on 0.
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Since un* is classical, *1(&2&*n* g$n(un*))=0. We denote by .n , with
.n>0 and 0 .n=1, the corresponding eigenfunction:
{&2.n=*n* g$n(un*) .n.n=0
in 0
on 0.
(2.7)
Step 2. By Step 1, there exists C independent of n such that
&un*$&L 1(0)C; note also that we have chosen &.n&L 1(0)=1. From
Lemma 2.1, there exist w # L1(0) and . # L1(0), with .0 and 0 .=1,
such that, up to a subsequence,
un*  w in L p and a.e.
.n  . in L p and a.e.
for any 1p<N(N&1). Note that .0 since 0.=1.
Step 3. We now prove that *n* a ** and w=u*. First, we show that
w is a weak supersolution of (1.1) with *=**. Indeed, define * =infn *n*
and note that * **. For all ‘ # C2(0 ) with ‘=0 on 0 and ‘0 in 0,
we have
|
0
un*(&2‘)=*n* |
4
gn(un*) ‘* |
0
gn(un*) ‘.
Passing to the limit and using Fatou’s lemma, we obtain
|
0
w(&2‘)* |
0
g(w) ‘** |
0
g(w) ‘.
By Lemma 2.3, we conclude * =** and w=u* almost everywhere.
Step 4. Here we prove that *n* g$n(un*) .n  **g$(u*) . in L1(0). We
then finish the proof of the theorem by passing to the limit in the weak
formulation of equation (2.7) satisfied by .n . To prove .>0 almost
everywhere in 0, note that .0, .0 since 0 .=1, and . is super-
harmonic in distributional sense since it satisfies (1.4) weakly. It follows
that .>0 in 0, using the mean value inequality for weakly superharmonic
functions. The last statement of the theorem is that . # Lq(0) for any 1
q<N(N&2). This follows from Remark 2.2 and &2.=**g$(u*) . #
L1(0).
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To prove the strong convergence of *n* g$n(un*) .n in L1(0), we show
equi-integrability of the sequence *n* g$n(un*) .n . Indeed, let A/0 and =>0.
By convexity of gn , we have
gn \/A= +gn(un*)+ g$n(un*) \
/A
=
&un*+ ,
where /A denotes the characteristic function of A. Using also that
|
0
gn(un*) .n=|
0
g$n(un*) un*.n , (2.8)
we obtainhere we fix one p such that 1<p<N(N&1)
|
0
/A
=
g$n(un*) .n |
0
gn \/A= + .n+|0 g$n(un*) un*.n&|0 gn(un*) .n
=|
0
gn \/A= + .n
=|
0 {gn \
/A
= +& g(0)= .n+|0 g(0) .n
|
0
/A g \1=+ .n+ g(0)
g \1=+ |A|1p* &.n&L p(0)+ g(0).
It follows that if |A|Cg(1=)&p*=: ’ (for some constant C independent of
n) then
|
0
/A
=
g$n(un*) .n2g(0).
That is, A *n* g$n(un*) .nC= if |A|’, for some ’ independent of n, and
some C independent of n and =. By Fatou’s lemma, we also deduce
A **g$(u*) .C= if |A|’. Finally, recall that Egoroff theorem implies,
since *n* g$n(un*) .n  **g$(u*) . a.e., that this convergence is uniform in
0"B, for some B/0 with |B|’. This fact and the equi-integrability
proven above, show that *n* g$n(un*) .n  **g$(u*) . strongly in L1(0). K
Proof of Proposition 1.2. Let + # [0, +*1], where +*1 is defined by (1.3).
We look at the first eigenvalue of the linearized operator for the
nonlinearity gn along the branch of its minimal solutions un, * . Using the
variational characterization of the first eigenvalue, it is easy to see that this
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first eigenvalue depends continuously on *. Note that (here un, **n=un* is the
extremal solution, which is classical, for gn)
*1(&2&*n* g$n(un, **n))=0++*1*1(&2&**g$n(un, **));
we have used that un, *u* and g$n g$. It follows that there exist
*n # [**, *n*] such that *1(&2&*n g$n(un, *n))=+. In step 1 of the proof of
Theorem 1.1 we now consider, instead of .n satisfying (2.7), the first eigen-
function (with L1 norm equal 1) of &2&*n g$n(un, *n), which is nonnegative
and satisfies
{&2.n=*n g$n(un, *n) .n++.n.n=0
in 0
on 0.
Recall that un, *n satisfies
{&2un, *n=*n gn(un, *n)un, *n=0
in 0
on 0.
Steps 2 and 3 remain unchanged; we get that *n  **, .n  . in L p(0)
and un, *n  u* in L
p(0). To finish the proof, it remains to show
*n g$n(un, *n) .n  **g$(u*) . in L
1(0), as in Step 4. Now (2.8) becomes
*n |
0
gn(un, *n) .n =*n |
0
g$n(un, *n) un, *n .n++ |
0
un, *n .n
*n |
0
g$n(un, *n) un, *n .n ,
and hence we can finish the proof of Step 4 as in Theorem 1.1. K
3. WEAK EIGENFUNCTIONS FOR &2&C|x|2
The proof of Theorem 1.3 will be based on the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let N3. For any K # R and + # R, the equation
{& f "&
N&1
r
f $=
K
r2
f++f in (0, 1]
(3.1)
f (1)=0.
has a unique non trivial solution f, up to a multiplicative constant. The
solution f can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions and, when +=0, in
terms of elementary functions. Moreover,
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(i) if K(N&2)24 then | f |, up to a multiplicative constant, is
bounded near 0 by
{r
1&N2
r1&N2 |log r|
if K>(N&2)24
if K=(N&2)24,
(3.2)
and | f $|, up to another multiplicative constant, is bounded near 0 by
{r
&N2
r&N2 |log r|
if K>(N&2)24
if K=(N&2)24.
(3.3)
(ii) if K<(N&2)24 then the asymptotic behaviour of f near 0 is, up
to a multiplicative constant,
{r
1&N2+&
r1&N2&&
if +>0 and J&(- +)=0
otherwise,
(3.4)
and | f $|, up to another multiplicative constant, is bounded near 0 by
{r
&N2+&
r&N2&&
if +>0 and J&(- +)=0
otherwise,
(3.5)
where
&=(N&2)
2
4
&K
and J& is the Bessel function of first kind with parameter &.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. The proof proceeds in four steps. Throughout the
first two steps, we show that any weak solution . of (1.8) can be written
as a sum of terms as in (1.11) with fi satisfying (1.12). In Step 3, we study
the set of solutions fi of (1.12), according to C, + and ci . Using Lemma 3.1,
we find all indices i0 that give a weak solution .i . We prove in
particular that for any C and +, there exists only a finite number of such
indices i. Finally, in Step 4, we show that any weak solution of (1.8) can
be written as a finite sum of the functions .i .
Step 1. Let . be a weak solution of (1.8). We show that . # C
(B 1"[0]), . |B1 #0, and that . satisfies equation (1.8) in the classical sense
on B1"[0].
By standard interior elliptic regularity theory for distributional solutions
(see [F], Theorem 6.30), any weak solution . of (1.8) is C in B1"[0]. For
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0<=<1, denote by A= the annulus B1 "B = . Let u= # C(A =) be the solution
of
&2u= =0 in A= ,
{u= 0 on B1 ,u= . |B= on B= ,
In A= , 8= .&u= satisfies
{
&28= =\ C|x|2+++ 8=+\
C
|x|2
+++ u= in A= ,
8= 0 on B1 ,
8= 0 on B= ,
in the weak sense. Since the potential 1|x|2 and u= are smooth and
bounded in A = , 8= is a classical solution in A= . Indeed, by using a duality
argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we have 8= # L p for any
1p<N(N&1). Then, by bootstrap, we obtain that 8= belongs to
L p(A=) for all p1. Standard regularity results on linear elliptic equations
then prove that 8= # C(A =). Since u= # C (A =), it follows that . satisfies
equation (1.8) in the classical sense on A= and that . |B1 #0.
Step 2. For any 0<r1 and any i0, consider
fi (r)=|
S N&1
. |Br(r_) i (_) d_, (3.6)
where [i]0i< is the orthonormal collection of eigenfunctions of &2_
on the unit sphere of RN, as defined in the Introduction. It is clear from
Step 1 that each fi is smooth with respect to the variable r on (0, 1], and
that fi (1)=0.
For any 0<=<1, by (3.6), we can write . in A= as
.(x)= :
i0
.i (x), (3.7)
where
.i (x)= fi ( |x| ) i \ x|x|+ . (3.8)
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Since the series (3.7) as well as its derivatives of any order converge
uniformly in A= , we have
2.# :
i0
2.i ,
in the annulus A= . Note also that the functions f i do not depend on =.
We now use the parametrization in polar coordinates (r, _) # [0, 1]_
SN&1  x=r_ # B 1 . Recall the expression of the Laplacian in polar
coordinates
2u(r_)=\ 
2
r2
+
N&1
r

r
+
1
r2
2_+ u(r_).
It follows that
2.i (r_)=\f "i (r)+N&1r f $i (r)+ i (_)+ f i (r) \
1
r2
2_i (_)+
=\f "i (r)+N&1r f $i (r)&
c i
r2
fi + i (_).
Hence
&2.(x)&
C
|x|2
.(x)&+.(x)=0 for all x # B 1 "[0] (3.9)
if and only if
:
i0 {& f "i (r)&
N&1
r
f $i (r)&
C&ci
r2
f i (r)&+f i (r)= i (_)=0,
for all (r, _) # (0, 1]_SN&1. Hence, (3.9) holds if and only if, for any i,
& f "i&
N&1
r
f $i&
C&ci
r2
f i&+f i #0 in (0, 1]. (3.10)
This, together with fi (1)=0, gives that fi is a solution of (1.12), i.e. (3.1)
with
K=C&ci .
Step 3. Recall that fi , defined by (3.6), is a solution of (1.12). If fi 0
then it is the only solution of (1.12) (up to a multiplicative constant) given
by Lemma 3.1. In this case, we prove that .i defined by (3.8) is a weak
solution of (1.8) if and only if i0 is such that
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(a) ci<C, or
(b) ciC, +>0 and J&(- +)=0, where & is defined by
&=[(N&2)24+ci&C]12 and J& is the Bessel function of first kind with
parameter &.
First, we show necessity. If .i is a weak solution of (1.8) then .ir2 is
integrable in a neighborhood of 0, by (1.9). Thus, we need to look at the
growth of fi near 0. If ciC, then K=C&ci0, and hence &N2&1 in
(3.4). It now follows from (3.4) that if ciC and (b) is not satisfied then
the asymptotic behaviour of fi r2 near 0 is r&1&N2&&. In particular, |.i |r2
is not integrable in any neighborhood of 0, since &N2&1.
Now we show that conditions (a) and (b) are sufficient. For this, we first
prove some estimates for .i . In case (a), ci<C and hence K>0. Then by
(3.2) (if K(N&2)24) or by (3.4) (if 0<K<(N&2)24) we obtain that:
.i # L1(B1),
.i
|x|2
# L1(B1),
and
rN&1 |.i |  0 as r  0.
Note that we have &<N2&1 when 0<K<(N&2)24. Using also the
bounds of Lemma 3.1 for | f $i |, we get (depending on the value of K)
|{.i |Cr&N2,
or
|{.i |Cr&N2 |log r|,
or
|{.i |Cr&N2&&,
for some constant C>0 and &<N2&1. Note that we always have
rN&1 |{.i |  0 as r  0.
We now prove the same results in case (b). If i0 is such that (b) holds
then we use the first case of (3.4) and (3.5). Note that &>0, and hence we
obtain (for some constant C)
|.i |Cr1&N2+& and |{.i |Cr&N2+&.
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In particular,
.i # L1(B1),
.i
|x|2
# L1(B1),
and
rN&1( |.i |+(|{.i | ))  0 as r  0.
We now claim that, in both cases (a) and (b), the estimates proven
above imply that .i is a weak solution of (1.8). Indeed, consider any test
function ‘ # C2(B 1), ‘=0 on B1 . Equation (1.8) holds pointwise on
B 1"[0], and hence we can multiply it by ‘ and integrate by parts on Ar
for any 0<r<1. We get
|
Ar
\ C|x| 2 .i++.i+ ‘=|Ar .i (&2‘)+|Br \{.i }
x
|x|+ ‘&|Br .i \{‘ }
x
|x|+ .
We pass to the limit when r  0. Since rN&1( |.i |+|{.i | )  0 as r  0, the
last two terms go to 0 as r  0. On the other hand, .i and (C|x|2) .i++. i
belong to L1(B1) so that we obtain the weak formulation (1.9). Thus we
have proven the claim and the equivalence.
We now prove that there are only a finite number of indices i0 such
that (a) or (b) happen. It is obvious in case (a). In case (b) there are also
a finite number of indices since the first positive zero j& of the Bessel func-
tion J& (when &>&1 as in our case) satisfies j&>&; see (15.3) in [W].
Hence, in order J&(- +)=0 to happen, it is necessary that &< j&- + and
hence
ci<C++&(N&2)24,
which allows only a finite number of indices i0.
Step 4. Let us sum up the situation. Throughout Steps 1 and 2, we
showed that any weak solution . of (1.8) could be written as
.= :
i0
.i in B 1 "[0]. (3.11)
For each i0, .i is given by (3.8) and it is either identically zero or a
nontrivial solution of (1.8) pointwise in B 1 "[0].
We have also showed (in Step 3) that such nontrivial solution (pointwise
in B 1"[0]) is a weak solution (in the weak sense in B1) if and only if the
index i satisfies either (a) or (b). Recall that there are only a finite number
of such indices.
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We claim now that if . is a weak solution of (1.8), then each .i in the
sum (3.11) is either identically zero or a solution of (1.8) in the weak sense.
Assuming this claim, it is clear that, for any weak solution ., the sum
(3.11) contains only finitely many terms. We also obtain that the space of
weak solutions of (1.8) has finite dimension, equal to the number of indices
i satisfying either (a) or (b), as stated in Theorem 1.3.
To prove the claim, recall that
.i (r_)=i (_) |
SN&1
.(r%) i (%) d% in B 1"[0]. (3.12)
Since . is a weak solution of (1.8), we have that .r2 # L1(B1). By (3.12),
}.i (r_)r2 }C |S N&1
|.(r%)|
r2
d%.
Integrating with respect to rN&1 dr d_, we obtain that . i r2 # L1(B1). From
Step 3 we know that .i r2 # L1(B1) implies that the index i satisfies either
(a) or (b), and therefore (again by Step 3) .i is a weak solution of (1.8).
The last statement of Theorem 1.3 is the positiveness of .0 when
0<C(N&2)24 and +=0. This follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1,
where, in fact, we write f0 explicitly if +=0 (see (3.14) and (3.15)). K
Proof of Lemma 3.1. All the Bessel functions are defined in the subset
of the complex plane given by [ |Arg z|<?]. Note that we always evaluate
them on this set.
We define & # C by
&2=
(N&2)2
4
&K,
taken such that either &0 or &i>0, where i # C denotes, throughout all
the proof, the imaginary unit. We define ; # C by
;2=+,
taken such that either ;0 or ;i>0. We rewrite problem (3.1) as
{&f "&
1&2(1&N2)
r
f $=
(1&N2)2&&2
r2
f+;2f in (0, 1]
(3.13)
f (1)=0,
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Case +=0. (i) If K<(N&2)24 (recall that K may be negative) then
& # R, &>0 and the solution is given by f (r)=ra&rb where a and b are the
two solutions of a2&2(1&N2) a+((1&N2)2&&2)=0. Hence
f (r)=r1&N2&&&r1&N2+&. (3.14)
(ii) If K=(N&2)24 then &=0, and we find the solution dividing
(3.14) by 2& and letting & tend to 0. We get
f (r)=&r1&N2 log r. (3.15)
(iii) If K>(N&2)24, we proceed as in case (i) and we find complex
roots. Using ri&~ =exp(i&~ log r), we find
f (r)=r1&N2 sin(&~ log r), (3.16)
where &~ =- K&(N&2)24.
We see immediately that all statements of Lemma 3.1 hold in the case
+=0.
Case +{0. The solution of problem (3.13) is written, when +{0
(i.e., ;{0), in terms of Bessel functions. For the definition of the Bessel
functions we use below, we refer to [L]. The solution f is written as
f (r)=r1&N2 Re[}1J&(;r)+}2Y&(;r)], (3.17)
where }1 and }2 are chosen such that f (1)=0; see (5.4.12) and (5.4.8) in
[L]. We recall that J& and Y& are the Bessel functions of first and second
kind, respectively, with complex parameter &. They are always linearly
independent. Their asymptotic behaviour, up to a complex multiplicative
constant, near 0 is given by
J&(z)tz&,
and
{Y&(z)tz
&&
Y0(z)tlog z
if &{0
(see [L]). It is now easy to check statement (3.2) of the lemma. Note that
either &i>0 or &=0 when checking (3.2); recall also that (3.2) is only an
upper bound for | f |, and not the exact asymptotic behaviour.
We now check the asymptotics (3.4). We have K<(N&2)24 and hence
&>0. We obtain that f (r)tr1&N2&&the second case in (3.4)unless
}2=0. But if }2=0 then J&(;)=0, since we want f (1)=0. Since
&>0>&1, all the zeros of J& (different than 0) are real (see (15.27) of
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[W]). Hence ; must be real, and so +>0 and J&(- +)=0, as stated in
(3.4). Conversely, if +>0 and J&(- +)=0 then }2=0. This proves (3.4).
Finally, it remains to show asymptotics (3.3) and (3.5). We use the
following property of the Bessel functions (see (5.3.6) and (5.4.9) of [L]):
|J$& | (respectively, |Y$& | ) is bounded near zero by (Cr) |J& | (respectively,
by (Cr) |Y& | ), for some constant C>0 depending on &. Using this and
differentiating (3.17), we obtain (3.3) and (3.5) in the same way as we
proved (3.2) and (3.4) before. K
It is now easy to obtain all H 10 eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of (1.8):
{&2.=
C
|x|2
.++. in B1
.=0 on B1 .
Proposition 3.2. The weak solution .i of (1.8) given by (1.11) in
Theorem 1.3 belongs to H 10(B1) if and only if
ci>C&
(N&2)2
4
, +>0, and J&i (- +)=0, (3.18)
where
&i=(N&2)
2
4
&(C&ci)
and J&i is the Bessel function of first kind with parameter &i . In particular, if
C<(N&2)24 then the operator &2&C|x|2 maps H 10(0) onto H
&1(0), is
positive definite and has discrete H 10 -spectrum equal to
.
i0
[+>0: J&i (- +)=0].
Proof. We first prove that if (3.18) holds then .i # H 10(B1). Taking first
derivatives in
.i (x)= fi (r) i \xr+ ,
we see that it suffices to prove
|
1
0 {( f $i)2 (r)+\
f i (r)
r +
2
= rN&1 dr<. (3.19)
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We check this as follows. Since f i is a solution of (3.1) with K=C&ci<
(N&2)24 and (3.18) holds, the first cases in (3.4) and (3.5) hold. We
obtain
| f $i |+ } f ir }Cr&N2+&
near 0, for some positive constants C and &=&i . From this we conclude
(3.19).
Conversely, we prove now that if .i # H 10(B1) then (3.18) holds. Note first
that Hardy inequality (1.7) and .i # H 10(B1) imply that (.i r)
2 # L1(B1).
From this we immediately deduce
|
1
0 \
fi (r)
r +
2
rN&1 dr<. (3.20)
Hence it suffices to prove that (3.18) is the only case for which (3.20) holds.
Case +=0. We use the explicit expressions (3.14), (3.15) and (3.16). We
obtain that [r&1f i (r)]2 rN&1 is equal to r&1(r&&&r&)2 (with &>0), or
r&1 log2 r, or r&1 sin2(&~ log r). Therefore (3.20) is never satisfied.
Case +{0. We use (3.17):
fi (r)=r1&N2 Re[}1J&(;r)+}2Y&(;r)],
where & # C and ; # C"[0] were defined in the proof of Lemma 3.1, corre-
sponding to K=C&ci . As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, we also use the
asymptotic behaviours near 0:
J&(z)tz&
and
{Y&(z)tz
&&
Y0(z)tlog z.
if &{0
If C&ci>(N&2)24 then & is imaginary. We obtain that the asymptotic
behaviour of [r&1fi (r)]2 rN&1 near 0 is r&1[A1 sin(&~ log r)+A2 cos(&~ log r)]2.
Integrating this function explicitely and using that &~ and A21+A
2
2 are non-
zero real numbers, we obtain that (3.20) is not satisfied.
If C&ci=(N&2)24 then &=0, and hence the asymptotic behaviour of
[r&1f i(r)]2 rN&1 near 0 is r&1[A1+A2 log r]2, for some real numbers A1
and A2 with A21+A
2
2 {0. We conclude again that the integral in (3.20) is
divergent.
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Finally, assume that C&ci<(N&2)24. If (3.18) does not hold then the
second case of (3.4) occurs. Hence the asymptotic behaviour of [r&1f i (r)]2
rN&1 near 0 is r&1&2& with &>0, and we conclude again that (3.20) does
not hold.
The necessity and sufficiency of (3.18) are now proved. From this
and Hardy inequality (1.7), we easily deduce the last statement of
Proposition 3.2; note that any index i0 satisfies ci>C&(N&2)24, since
C<(N&2)24 here. K
Remark 3.3. (i) Using Proposition 3.2, we obtain the well known fact
that the first eigenvalue *1 of &2 in H 10(B1) is the square of the first zero
of JN2&1 . For this, we take i=0 in the proposition and we use that the
first zero of J& increases with &.
(ii) Proposition 3.2 incidentally allows us to obtain the improved
Hardy inequality of Brezis and Va zquez [BV]. Indeed, let 0<C<
(N&2)24. By Proposition 3.2, the first eigenvalue *C of &2&C|x| 2 in
H 10(B1) is the square of the first zero of J& , where &=[(N&2)
24&C]12.
As C increases to (N&2)24, *C converges to H2 , the square of the first
zero of J0 , which is positive. Using the variational definition of the first
eigenvalue in H 10 , we get the improved Hardy inequality
(N&2)2
4 |B1
,2
|x|2
+H2 |
B1
,2|
B1
|{,| 2
for any , # H 10(B1), as stated in [BV].
Examples. (a) We write the radial solutions when C=(N&3)
(N&1)4. Then C<(N&2)24 and &=12. The Bessel functions of
parameter 12 can be written explicitly. We obtain
.0(r)=r12&N2&r32&N2 if +=0
{.0(r)=r12&N2 \sinh(- &+ r)sinh(- &+) &cosh(- &+ r)cosh(- &+) + if +<0.0(r)=r12&N2(a sin(- + r)+b cos(- + r)) if +>0,
where a and b are chosen such that f (1)=0 in the last case. There exist
also nonradial solutions.
(b) All weak solutions of
{&2.=
8
|x|2
. in B1 /R8
.=0 on B1
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are: .0=r&4&r&2 (corresponding to c0=0) and .j=(r&3&2 - 2&
r&3+2 - 2) r&1xj , 1 j8 (corresponding to c1= } } } =c8=1(1+N&2)=
N&1=7). Note that c9=2(2+N&2)=168=C and +=0, so there are
no more solutions, by Theorem 1.3.
(c) Some bounded nonradial solutions are
.(x)=ei (r) Pk \xr+ ,
where ei is a radial eigenfunction of &2 in B1 /RN with eigenvalue +i , and
Pk is any homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree k. Then . satisfies
{&2.=
k(k+N&2)
r2
.++i . in B1 /RN
.=0 on B1 .
4. THE LINEAR PARABOLIC EQUATION
Proof of Corollary 1.5. Let Vn=min(n, V), fn=min(n, f ) and z0n=
min(n, z0). We follow the idea of Baras and Goldstein [BG], defining a
monotone nondecreasing sequence of approximate solutions (zn) of (1.14).
Indeed, since Vn and fn belong to L((0, )_0), there exists a unique
global solution zn0 of the problem
{
zn
t
&2zn =Vnzn+ fn in (0, )_0
zn=0 on 0 (4.1)
zn(0)=z0n in 0
(see for example Brezis and Cazenave [BrC]).
We consider now the approximate problem of the proof of Theorem 1.1.
We make use of the sequence of functions (.m) satisfying
{&2.m =**m g$m(u*m) .m.m=0
in 0
on 0
as defined in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Recall that we proved
.m  . in L1(0) and **m g$(u*m) .m  **g$(u*) . in L1(0)
as m  .
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Multiply (4.1) by .m and integrate in space and time on (0, t)_0, for
some 0<t<T. We get
|
0
zn(t) .m=|
0
z0n.m+|
t
0
|
0
fn.m+|
t
0
|
0
[Vn&**m g$m(u*m)] .mzn .
Passing to the limit as m  , and since Vn&**g$(u*)0, we get
|
0
zn(t) .|
0
z0n.+|
t
0
|
0
fn .|
0
z0.+|
t
0
|
0
f.<. (4.2)
Note that &2.min(&2., 1)=&2, for some  # W2, p(0 ) (for any
p>1) with #0 on 0. Therefore .c0$ in 0 for some constant
c0>0 (we first use a weak maximum principle of [BMCR], and then
the strong maximum principle for ). Using .c0$, we have that the
nondecreasing sequence (zn(t) $) is uniformly bounded in L1(0) for all
t<T. We denote by z(t) $ its limit.
Take now 0<S<T and any test function ‘ # C2([0, S]_0 ), ‘=0 on
0. We obtain
|
S
0
|
0
zn(&‘t&2‘)&|
0
z0n ‘(0)+|
0
zn(S) ‘(S)=|
S
0
|
0
(Vnzn+ fn) ‘.
(4.3)
Denote by (T(t))t0 the semigroup of the homogeneous linear heat equa-
tion in 0 with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We use (4.3) with ‘(t)=
/(t)=T(S&t) ,1 , where ,1 is the first eigenfunction of &2 in 0. Since
there exists c1>0 such that /(t)c1 $ in (0, S)_0, we have
|
S
0
|
0
(Vnzn+ fn) $
1
c1 |
S
0
|
0
(Vnzn+ fn) /
=
1
c1 |0 zn(S) ,1&
1
c1 |0 z0n(T(S) ,1).
We deduce that &Vnzn $&L 1((0, S)_0) is bounded, since we have proved that
&zn(S) $&L 1(0) is bounded. By monotonicity, we obtain
Vnzn$ wwn   Vz$ in L
1((0, S)_0).
Using ‘(t)=8, where 8 satisfies
{&28=18=0
in 0
on 0,
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we obtain easily that
z # L1((0, S)_0) and zn wn   z in L
1((0, S)_0)
(see also [M2]). Finally, passing to the limit in (4.3) as n  , z satisfies
|
S
0
|
0
z(&‘t&2‘)&|
0
z0‘(0)+|
0
z(S) ‘(S)=|
S
0
|
0
(Vz+ f ) ‘. (4.4)
Note that all terms in (4.4) are defined since (1.13) and .c0 $ imply z0$
# L1(0) and f$ # L1((0, T )_0). Since z satisfies (4.4), by [M2] Lemma 8,
we have z$ # C([0, T ), L1(0)) as stated in the corollary. Observe also that
by (4.2), we have z. # L((0, T ), L1(0)).
The last part concerning the potential C|x|2 is obtained by exactly the
same argument, using the function .0 defined in Theorem 1.3 and corre-
sponding to +=0. K
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